FOMATTING YOUR XECLSIUS COMPONENTS

Hi there, in this video I am gonna show you some formatting techniques and Xcelsius. When I say
formatting, I mean aligning and adjusting the component on the canvas easily, without taking of
manually moving, pixels by pixels. As you can see on my canvas, I have variety of components which
are not pretty aligning the way I want it to. However, you can use the formatting hot button on the
top of Xcelsius, you have tool bar here, in order to arrange them pretty quickly. If I don’t have them,
I have to move them pixel by pixel to match and align every component.
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In this case, for example, I have set of check boxes here which are not aligning vertically and not
space evenly. In order to align them vertically and space evenly, it only takes two clicks for me. Just
select all the check boxes and select the options which say space evenly down, you can do it by hot
key here or you can always go to format, and go to space evenly and select down. Now everything is
space down evenly, now I want to align them in the center, so I just select center horizontally option
here or you can do it from the format. Let’s use hot button now, I click center horizontally, there you
go; everything is line up and space properly.
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If you want to reduce the space, you can simply get the last check box to the top and now select
everything, do the same thing. Now you have the check box closer to each other compare to before.
So these tool bars is very useful while aligning components on canvas. Similarly, if I want to set
something back or front, you can observe the rectangle component here is over my line chart. So I
want sent it back, right click on it and select “sent to back”. Sent to back will send the rectangle back
to the all the component, but “sent back “only sent back by one component. So for now I want sent
back all the way, so I right click and say sent to back or you can select it and choose one of the hot
keys on the top here. So I would say sent to back and it’s gone and I have the chart in the forefront.
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At the same time, you can also resize the component based on reference components. For example,
my design size of the chart is top chart, small chart and I want to make bottom line chart as the same
as top chart. I would present hold control key on my keyboard and select second chart too, make
sure you select the design chart first and then select the chart which you wanna change or the
component which you wanna change in the end.
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So present hold on the control key and select the second chart. In this case, you can use any three of
these hot keys here to either make them same width, height or border. In my case, I want to make
border, so I click to make the same size. And if you observe it’s not aligning properly, so I want to
align them, so I would simply say central horizontally. You also have option to align left. So in some
cases, you can they might be requirement to align left or right, or top or bottom. And there is an
option which says align vertically, so I can always brings here, select the desire position and size
chart select the chart which you wanna change, then select goes align vertically. In our case, I am
gonna do horizontally, so I select my first chart, second chart, actually hold on the control key and
align. It doesn’t need same component, it can be different component.
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So I want the label based menu to be the same size as the chart. First select chart, hold the control
key, select the label based menu and make same size is not possible; because label based menu fit
depends on text size. So in this case, make same size is same as same vertical, so it doesn’t matter if I
select same size and it gonna make same vertical. If you want align them horizontally then click align
horizontally. There you go. So you can either select hot keys or format menu to align. And also try to
explore vary options related to canvas which may save you a lot of time when organizing your
component on your canvas. Thanks for watching.
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